
This project uses a snake to represent myself. The first 
picture shows you that the snake is surrounded by some 
thing that refer to my hobby community, But in the 
second picture, my surrounding is combined into a 
snake. The third one, surrounding is becoming snake-
skin. The last one shows that skin changes by the factor 
of each environment and being camouflage adapting 
itself to blend to the community that eventually shows my 
true nature.

Transforming
Conceptual Design

BecomingSurrounding FinalizingRealizing

Snake,when people saw it, they might be terrified. In 
fact, snakes don't harm people, they are just self-defend-
ing.
Fun fact, snake molts when it grows up. It’s scale will 
become stronger and more beautiful.
  

Surrounding



Objective - Play 24 rounds at the end of tenth round who has the most power, 
won 
Rules -  On the board you will see each team seperated by color. If you got 1 
whole team power, I point will increase by 3 power.
You will get points before the end of the lap and if you land on opponent team, 
you have to pay power to opponent.  

All Star Boardgame
Boardgame Design

Power Token

All Star Later Examples

Sketch Design

All Star Now Examples



All Stars - Legendary Pack This project is related to previous project for people who 
like basketball,to collect  the card for each iconic player 
moment

Each card have their rarity.Its like a gacha but its for 
basket fans

Graphic Design

Sketch Design



Legendary Pack

First, if you are sports fans you will know that each 
player has their highlight, best moment. Some people 
collect their favorite player shirts to show that they like 
this player. But if we can offer you a shirt that you will 
recognize the player with the best moment he's had on 
the pitch. This shirt has some art with an iconic moment 
of each player on their shirt that he wears 
on their highlight.
   

Moment Capture
Merchandise Design

on their highlight.

Merchandise Design



Custom Your Style
Poster Design This is the poster showing people that this 

merchandise can be customed their shoes for a different 
design. Put your own story in it!Primary Color

Logo

Color Mixture

Font
MOMCAKE

Sketch Design

Customization is the new tricks to make plain shoes 
much more interesting and you can put some stories in 
it, even your character in your shoes. 



Most people judge smoking people that they are bad. This project represents another point of view as the one who smoke might have a reason. I am one 
of those people who smokes, Let me tell you we just want sometimes to get rid of stress even if it's not that long, For some people, they still want that little 
moment to forget everything and just chill. This project will show you that everybody has something imprisoned. Some people they're broken from the 
inside, some are depressed, stressed.But their way out is not like yours
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CIGARETTES
Typeface Design

CIGARETTES
Typeface Design

This typeface design by mixed smoking in the city vibe.
Smoke will look turbulent, but go straight

This typeface design by mixed smoking in the mountain vibe.
Smoke can go anywhere,have freedom

This typeface design by mixed smoking in the beach vibe.
Smoke looks confuse dont know where to go 



CIGARETTES - Packaging
Poster & Packaging Design

I realize that one of the reasons that people look down 
on a smoking person is the packaging of it. So I design 
new packaging looks, More friendly for those people 
who not smoking. And the favor that relate to each place 
in.From type face that each design relate to each place 
had their own problem,Packaging change bad mood into
chill vibe.You can get each vibe by unique scent from 
each place
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XTRO - Extrovert Animals
Illustration

First I am an introvert but I think extrovert people are 
interesting, They have their own character. So this project 
is using doodle to form an animal form,t by using people 
in many actions like an extrovert type of people that they 
like to stick together and do some activities. Each type of 
animal is representing types of extrovert, related by their 
personality and lifestyle.

Werewolf
Gangster
Outgoing

Lion
Party Animal
Nighttime Hunter
Stay in small group

Seagul
Freedom
New Experiences

Dolphin
Energetic
Playful



XTRO - Extrovert Animals
Simplify Logo Design

Home Going Out Exterior Logo Outline

This project uses the previous project by simplifying the 
Extrovert animal, Logo Design.Using material that can 
get along with each type of extrovert.    



XTRO - Extrovert Animals
Product Research & Design

This project is the extension of the previous project, I transfer 
materials that relate to each type of extrovert. I decided to 
make a bag product when you go out you have to pack 
something with you so I choose bag products for 
an extrovert. The shape of each bag has shown its own 
relation with personalities.
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You can see that I'm still a snake, but somethings have 
changed like being less arrogant and feeling calmer. In 
the first project, the snake is still on earth but this project 
snake is going to space. humankind, In past human 
thought sky, is the limits, since time passes people no 
that they are no limit. Like me that at first I don't know 
anything but now I learn a lot from my experience, 
research and from other people.

Discovery

“Life is not to finding yourself.
Life is about creating yourself”

Conceptual Design

Myself And body have 
a spaceship that its pattern

was all my previous 
project to represent that

all these projects 
is becoming my experience

=

Art is going to change my loop
lifestyle.On the top left is art 
planet that sending somethings
to my loop life planet.
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